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ABSTRACT
Data from famines from the nineteenth century onward suggest that women hold a mortality advantage
during times of acute malnutrition, while modern laboratory research suggests that women are more resilient to most pathogens causing epidemic diseases. There is, however, a paucity of sex-disaggregated
mortality data for the period prior to the Industrial Revolution to test this view across a broader span of
history. We offer a newly compiled database of adult burial information for 293 rural localities and small
towns in the seventeenth-century Low Countries, explicitly comparing mortality crises against ‘normal’
years. In contrast to expected results, we find no clear female mortality advantage during mortality spikes
and, more to the point, women tended to die more frequently than men when only taking into account
those years with very severe raised mortality. Gender-related differences in levels of protection, but also
exposure to vectors and points of contagion, meant that some of these female advantages were ‘lost’ during food crises or epidemic disease outbreaks. Responses to mortality crises such as epidemics may shine
new light on gender-based inequalities perhaps hidden from view in ‘normal times’ – with relevance for
recent work asserting ‘female agency’ in the early modern Low Countries context.

As a reflection on the various challenges and potential pitfalls facing evaluations of
gender as a factor in demographic trends, this article provides empirical information
that examines whether women in rural communities in the early modern Low Countries were dying at a reduced degree compared to men during periods of significantly
raised mortality by systematically comparing the situation to ‘normal times’. We find
that contrary to expectations, women’s potential biological or physiological advantages did not always translate into superior chances of survival. Gender-related differences in levels of protection, but also exposure to vectors and points of contagion,
meant that some of these female advantages were ‘lost’ during food crises or epidemic
disease outbreaks. Although much has been written in recent years on female agency,
independence and participation in the context of the early modern Low Countries, the
findings from this paper suggest that these facets did not lead to female welfare gains,
may only have described urban women’s experiences and/or had no positive impact on
women’s capacity to survive during crises. In fact, hyper-mortality events such as epidemics may shine new light on gender-based inequalities perhaps hidden from view
in ‘normal times’.
The primary evidence here is drawn from a newly compiled dataset of burial
records from rural localities spread all across the Low Countries – comprising the
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Dutch Republic to the north and the Southern Netherlands to the south – and which
span the entirety of the seventeenth century.1 Overall, this is one of the largest samples of sex-disaggregated mortality information for the pre-industrial period so far
produced for anywhere in the world. The area covered includes a wide range of rural societies with diverse forms of agricultural organisation: from large-scale capitalintensive tenant farms (often, though not always, in coastal areas), to smaller-scale
labour-intensive farms combined with proto-industries typical of inland Flanders, to
peasant smallholders with extensive common lands more often found in eastern parts
of the Dutch Republic.2 Included in the database are villages and hamlets, but also
small towns of fewer than 5,000 people (and frequently fewer than 3,000 people).
The particular quality of this database lies in its arguable consistency and representative character. The data collected is based on the same (relatively) standardised source
over time and space, encompassing a large number of localities over a significant time
span. Moreover, the records show low levels of female exclusion, with the proportions of males and females recorded matching statistical expectations for demographic
structure in early modern northwest Europe.
Female demography: Between the missing and the advantaged

Discussions of gender and demography are bedevilled by problems of evidence
and assumption that stand as a problematic counterpoint to the urgent issues of
women’s status and existence – what we might term their ‘biopolitical precarity’
– in specific contexts. Some parts of the world today such as China have ‘missing
women’ – fewer women in the population than men – likely the consequence of sexselective infanticide and other forms of son preference.3 However, in most contemporary, economically developed countries – and now increasingly in many developing
and underdeveloped countries – women have a mortality advantage, exhibiting higher
life expectancy than men.4 This is a departure from the situation in the nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries in industrialising Europe, where historical case studies
have shown considerable levels of excess adult female mortality compared to men,
an imbalance attributed to factors such as capitalistic transformations of the agricultural sector and the rise of male breadwinner economic culture – with excess female
mortality much more prominent in rural areas.5 What, however, can be said for female mortality trends during specifically ‘crisis’ conditions? Although development
agencies and charities, and also some academic literature, often suggest that terrible
contemporary disasters hit women and children to a much harsher degree than men,
evidence from sex-disaggregated mortality figures often runs counter to this.6 Indeed,
during famines, for example, an assortment of modern and historical mortality data
has been produced which point to a so-called ‘female mortality advantage’.7 Indeed,
it has been stated that ‘the evidence that females survive [famines] better than males
is by now overwhelming’.8 Although scholars have advanced a number of social and
cultural factors in the phenomenon, still the dominant explanation relies on biology
and physiology. According to the ‘body fat hypothesis’, females store more body fat
than males, with less muscle, and being smaller and lighter with a slower metabolism,
are likelier to survive acute malnutrition.9
On the surface we may question the logic of the ‘body fat hypothesis’, since we
now know that death through outright starvation during famines is not as common
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as once thought, but rather lack of access to food instead exacerbates the spread of
nutritional-deficiency-based diseases, diseases caused by dubious food replacements
and exposure to new pathogens through migration and social upheaval.10 Accordingly,
since famine is a more complex problem than simple starvation, women’s specific advantage in dealing with malnutrition might be considered less of a factor. Nevertheless,
greater female body fat stores offer an advantage for women by also providing higher
leptin levels – a key driver of the responsiveness of the body’s immune system.11
Testosterone, on the other hand, tends to reduce immunocompetence.12 In fact, on
the issue of epidemic disease alone, modern laboratory research into contemporary
afflictions caused by bacteria, viruses, fungi and parasites suggests that women are
intrinsically more resistant and therefore have lower mortality risk than men.13 Only a
few exceptions have been noted – such as malaria, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and measles – that disproportionately affect women (particularly pregnant women
in the first case).14 In a recent study, a number of examples of both famines and epidemic diseases from the late eighteenth to the twentieth century show a female mortality advantage, and given that this female advantage was even stronger among infants
– arguably an age before social factors could take hold – this provides further support for the biological explanation.15 Overall, then, it is suggested that during times of
raised mortality caused by epidemics – whether related to malnutrition or not – women
are out-surviving men to a significantly discernible degree. Given that throughout the
world going back into the past, but even today, women have often had unequal access
to rights, freedoms, resources and welfare, this is curious, but suggests that biological
factors may have had a strong role to play in this outcome.
One problem identified, however, is the lack of historical depth to this issue. For
example, Cormac Ó Gráda optimistically asserts that there is ‘overwhelming’ evidence for a female mortality advantage during famines, but we might ask whether
this is actually the case. Most information we have comes from the second half of the
nineteenth century onward, and frequently later.16 In fact, when we look at the few
sparse examples of evidence for periods prior to the Industrial Revolution, documentary sources for the early seventeenth century and bioarchaeological investigations for
the late Middle Ages have tentatively suggested that the sex-selective nature of famine
mortality may not have been as sharp as seen for the modern period.17 Furthermore,
recent bioarchaeological studies for the medieval period have conversely emphasised
the vulnerability of young urban women to respiratory and infectious diseases.18 A
major hurdle, however, is the general lack of sex-disaggregated mortality data for the
pre-industrial period. Most historical studies on male–female mortality patterns tend
to focus on the period after industrialisation.19
Where we do have sex-disaggregated mortality information for the pre-industrial
period, sample sizes are often not large enough to make strong claims, especially
given that any differences in the sex ratios are often small. This can be seen with
some research on the potential sex-selective impact of plague (caused by the bacterial pathogen Yersinia pestis). Some literature points to higher male mortality, some to
higher female mortality and some to negligible differences, and although very recent
work has carefully employed a new micro-demographic database of information, it
is still difficult to generalise based on case studies of individual localities at just one
point in time.20 One recent study has looked at a larger number of localities over a
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longer time period using a standardisable source, although the conclusions are still
tentative in light of the limitations of medieval demographic sources.21 For bioarchaeological investigations, these sample sizes are even more limited in scope – sometimes
only one or two burial sites at one moment in time, even if there is great potential in
combining documentary and bioarchaeological data to better understand selectivity in
mortality.22
Of course, there may be a number of factors that dissuade scholars from uncovering sex-disaggregated mortality information going back into the past. For the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, we have sophisticated censuses, often already digitised, which provide all of the demographic variables needed. Furthermore, scholars
of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries tend to have reliable information on sizes of
populations and the numbers of men and women proportionately living within those
populations. For the pre-industrial period, we generally do not have these kinds of
censuses, and often we cannot rely on digital databases and indexing but have to collect and transcribe all the information ourselves – even if the original manuscripts have
been made available online. Furthermore, we have very inexact estimates of population levels for the late Middle Ages and early modern period (especially in the countryside), and a very limited understanding of the proportions of men and women that
made up these populations. Another complication, especially for the medieval period,
is that both documents and cemetery data sometimes have intrinsic biases that underrepresent women.23 Just like mortality rates, attempts to calculate sex differences in
life expectancy are also limited by the lack of direct information prior to the eighteenth
century on ages of death (and in fact what we have is often just for males), where we
are instead reliant on samples from unrepresentative environments or social groups,
or have samples that are fairly small-scale in light of the arduous and time-consuming
nature of family reconstitution methods.24
That is not to say that the situation is hopeless. Although we may not be able to
calculate absolute figures of men and women dying in the pre-industrial period as
a proportion of the resident population, we can instead calculate relative figures –
how they change over time in the same localities. In particular, we can identify sex
ratios in mortality during mortality crises and compare these to ‘normal mortality’
times – shedding light on whether women were indeed more resilient to diseases, as
suggested in modern laboratory studies. The need for an understanding of how many
men or women were resident in a particular locality is unnecessary since we are simply
interested in the relative change. This is dependent on first being able to identify and
separate mortality crises from non-crisis periods, and second having a large amount
of sex-disaggregated mortality data from a standardised source across a large enough
geographical area and a long enough chronological time series that allows us to place
male–female mortality ratios within a relative spatial and temporal perspective. These
two methodological aspects are now discussed in turn with regard to the database of
burial records employed in this article.
Identifying seventeenth-century mortality crises

To understand the impact of mortality crises on sex differentials in mortality, we have
to first determine which years were in fact marked by significantly raised mortality.
We do this using the seventeenth-century burial records themselves. The burial records
© 2020 The Authors. Gender & History published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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are unsuitable sources for calculating absolute aggregate figures for total amounts of
death in a particular locality because they likely do not fully record all deaths – children, in particular, were not always systematically recorded. Adults, however, do appear to often be systematically and quite fully recorded – burial in consecrated church
ground was, in the early modern Low Countries, both for the Dutch Reformed and
the Catholics, and poor people often received a cemetery burial paid through the local
poor table.25 Even poor migrants were recorded – sometimes anonymously and sometimes with their place of origin. Furthermore, an increased value of the burial records
is that they can be used relatively to compare deaths across space and time: thus, we
can compare adult deaths in one year to an average trend level within a locality and repeat these comparisons between localities. The only assumption here is that quality of
scribal practice remains roughly constant across time within those localities chosen.26
Although the burial records give more specific dates of death and burial (sometimes
just burial, sometimes both), for the purposes of such a large database used in this article with 262,985 individual adult burials spread across 293 hamlets, villages and small
towns, annual data is not only workable but also sufficient – particularly because the
high mortality point for many epidemics rarely crosses from December into January
since intensity tends to be lost over the winter after peaking in the late summer and
autumn (especially August, September and October).27
The method of calculating severity of mortality crises used in this article is one
recently employed by Guido Alfani and has had recent adaptation and use.28 The technique is very suitable for the purposes of seventeenth-century burial records with gaps
and missing years and requires no other information apart from burial data itself. It
is simply a matter of comparing burials in a particular year in question to an average
burials trend from the ‘previous years’, expressed as a percentage. To calculate the
trend, we skip a year back in time from the year in question and take an average for
the past five consecutive years, not including highest and lowest figures. An indicator of a mortality crisis was when ‘short-term perturbation of mortality reduces the
dimensions of the generations so much that they are unable to reproduce themselves
entirely even when making full use of their potential for recovery’ – that is through
the twin powers of nuptiality and fertility.29 It has been suggested that the minimum
figure for that to occur was an increase in burials of 50 per cent above the previous
years’ trend.30 However, for the purposes of this article, to increase our confidence
that we are capturing actual mortality crises, we distinguish mortality crises for each
locality as at least a 100 per cent increase in mortality over the trend – in other words,
a doubling of mortality over the trend in a particular year. This process is repeated
for every single locality within the database, and it is important to perform this on a
locality-by-locality basis, rather than simply applying an overall yearly average for the
whole rural Low Countries, since epidemics and famines did not always spread over
vast territories or hit all localities with the same timing.
The approach here is to use a basic distinction between ‘mortality crises’ and ‘normal’ periods. We do not try to retrospectively diagnose the causes of mortality, and
there are good reasons for not doing so. The difficulty in identifying and diagnosing
diseases retrospectively for the pre-industrial period in the absence of confirmative
DNA evidence is acute; indeed, it was the central issue behind a strong debate between historians over whether the Black Death of 1346–53 really was ‘plague’ – a
© 2020 The Authors. Gender & History published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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debate only resolved in recent years with advances in genetics.31 Although it is possible to identify plague outbreaks, for example, based on explicit mentions of ‘peste’
in the documentary sources, we have to assume that (a) peste refers to plague and is
not being used as a generic term for any kind of disease, and (b) if it does refer to
plague, contemporaries were correctly making the right diagnosis themselves (something difficult for trained medics in the twenty-first century).32 Furthermore, we still
have a remaining issue that many of the seventeenth-century plague outbreaks in the
Low Countries also occurred simultaneous to a plethora of other diseases – typhus,
dysentery, influenza, smallpox and tuberculosis being some of the most common.33
As noted in the burial registers themselves, even in the worst plague epidemics such
as in 1636, people were also dying of dysentery (referred to as ‘rode loop’, ‘rode
melisoen’ or merely ‘dissenteria’), and in certain epidemic outbreaks such as in 1646
in parts of Flanders, some localities mentioned as many as eight different disease
classifications, descriptions or symptoms all in that same year.34 Furthermore, many
of the terms often employed were vague: ‘ex contagione’ could refer to many kinds of
contagious diseases, while ‘koorts’ or ‘febris’ could refer to many kinds of diseases
associated with fever – typhus, typhoid fever, malaria, sweating sickness, influenza
and so on.
What we can say, at the very least, is that almost all mortality crises identified
using the methods described above were caused by epidemic diseases. Indeed, floods
brought with them minimal and at best localised casualties in the early modern Low
Countries.35 Military action rarely led to the direct mass killing of civilians, with most
deaths caused by conflict stimulating either harvest failures or epidemic diseases or
both.36 Direct famine mortality through starvation was rare – perhaps almost absent
– in the seventeenth-century Low Countries, but those periods in which spikes in rye
prices (indicative of pressures on food) did occur, for example, any raised mortality
seen was connected to the spread of diseases by the mechanisms described above.37
Accordingly, the mortality crises that we distinguish from ‘normal’ periods were either
diseases connected to hardship (perhaps caused by conflict or dearth or both together)
– such as dysentery and typhus – or diseases unrelated to hardship and connected
to exposure to vectors such as plague and malaria. The difficulty in unpacking the
precise cause of mortality crisis between disease, food crisis, migration and conflict
– where all features were often present at the same time – in a systematic way for all
localities across all years of the seventeenth century (especially given food crises were
often localised processes), dissuades us from using any further fine-grained typology
of crisis beyond raised mortality at the annual level on a locality-by-locality basis.

Sex-disaggregated burials data: Source and methodological issues

The sex-disaggregated mortality data has been collected from the original burial record
manuscripts, which have often been digitised by various archives across the Low
Countries and from printed transcriptions (see Appendix 1 for the precise references
and exact localities). Adult males are easily identifiable through their full names, and
adult women are sometimes identifiable through their full names, though also often
through their relationship status to others – either as wives, widows, mothers, sisters
or daughters.
© 2020 The Authors. Gender & History published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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Table 1 below shows the overall temporal distribution of the specifically sexdisaggregated mortality data we have for the seventeenth-century rural Low Countries
– separated by individual localities and numbers of individual adult burials. Overall,
there are 293 localities (131 in the Dutch Republic, 162 in the Southern Netherlands),
which comprise 262,985 individual adult burials. There is a higher proportion of burial
data as we move further into the seventeenth century, since it is rare to find many localities that have series which cover the entire century.38 This issue is particularly
relevant for this article where we are only using rural data: localities in the countryside tended to begin to record burials later in the seventeenth century than urban ones.
In fact, only two out of 293 rural localities provided adult sex-disaggregated burials
unbroken for the entire period 1600–99 (Hombeek and Gierle in Flemish Brabant),
although a larger number of localities provide burials for ninety or more years. The
average coverage of the seventeenth century per locality across the whole dataset was
just over fifty-three years. In order to make sure we have enough localities covering
enough of the seventeenth century, we excluded all places with fewer than twenty-five
consecutive years of data. In addition, we excluded all localities where across a period
of twenty-five years the average annual number of burials is fewer than five to guard
against any false identification of epidemics.
There are some methodological points to make with specific regard to the
seventeenth-century burial records from the rural Low Countries and their specific use
for reconstructing sex-disaggregated mortality information. First, this article only considers adult sex-disaggregated mortality – those aged fifteen and over. Although recent
scientific studies have summarised large amounts of evidence that suggest the female
mortality advantage during epidemics and famines also applies to infants and children, perhaps to an even greater degree based on greater biological frailties for infant
boys, our sources do not allow us to approach this topic for the seventeenth-century
Low Countries.39 Unfortunately, not all burial records list children, and some that do
only list them partially or unsystematically over time. In those localities where children were systematically recorded (more often in cities), infant mortality was roughly
equivalent to adult mortality, and, in the largest cities, infant mortality frequently exceeded adult by some way (an adult–child mortality ratio of 0.74 for seventeenthcentury Leiden, for example). However, those burial records that do explicitly separate adults and children often refer to them with generic terms such as ‘proles’, ‘kind’,
‘enfant’ and so on, and therefore their sex is often hidden if their first names are not
mentioned. One challenge is that specific ages are also not often provided, so it is
difficult to say what ‘childhood’ status meant to the compilers of the burial records,
although those that do simultaneously mention both ‘child’ status (such as ‘kind van’)
and a specific age tend to be below fifteen years. Sometimes the term ‘son of’ or
‘daughter of’ is used, and for the purposes of this article, they have been included as
children in the database too (under the age of fifteen) and thus not part of the overall adult sex ratio in mortality figures. This term also sometimes referred to offspring
who were actually adults (often young single adults still living in their parents’ home),
but in most cases where we do see the terms ‘daughter of’ or ‘son of’ together with a
specific age, they tend to be below fifteen years.40 If we find explicit evidence to the
contrary (an actual age of fifteen or above together with ‘son/daughter of’ status), then
they are included in the adult mortality figures. It goes without saying that the lack
© 2020 The Authors. Gender & History published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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131
162
293
165
269
271

Source: See the burial records database in the Appendix.

Dutch Republic
S. Netherlands
TOTAL
Years: 1600–35
Years: 1636–70
Years: 1671–99

No. of localities

114,235
148,750
262,985
40,689
100,432
121,864

No. of burials

26,315
32,481
58,796
11,047
23,748
24,001

No. mortality crisis
burials

87,920
116,269
204,189
29,642
76,684
97,863

No. normal burials

Table 1: Temporal distribution of seventeenth-century sex-disaggregated adult burial data, rural Low Countries

47%
58%
53%
n/a
n/a
n/a

Average coverage
of 17th century
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of systematic evidence for ages also means that a fine-grained disaggregation of sexdisaggregated mortality data by age, possible for nineteenth- and twentieth-century
studies, cannot take place.
A second methodological point to address with specific reference to crisis mortality in the rural seventeenth-century Low Countries is that many were connected either
directly (via infection) or indirectly (via hardships) to human conflict, even if this link
is exceptionally complicated to unravel. The seventeenth century experienced a large
amount of troop activity, which included the Dutch Revolt (1568–1648), the Thirty
Years’ War (1618–48), the Franco-Dutch Wars (1672–8) and the Nine Years’ War
(1688–97, among others. These conflicts were incredibly exacting for communities –
particularly in the countryside – as soldiers caused more death than usual by spreading diseases among residents of the communities they interacted with.41 Many soldiers died too, however. Some were buried in cemeteries connected to plague houses
(pesthuizen) and hospitals (gasthuizen), especially if they were being treated there for
injuries or sickness. This is seen from the burial records of Our Lady’s Hospital in
Mechelen, which listed 358 soldiers out of 853 total burials for the institution in the
years 1692–7 (42 per cent), at the height of the Nine Years’ War.42 It is helpful, therefore, that this article restricts itself to rural localities or at least smaller towns – and
thus in the process excludes these kinds of institutions more likely to be found in large
cities. Furthermore, by not including large cities, we exclude those localities that were
more likely to have extremely skewed sex distribution of mortality through large numbers of resident soldiers in garrison towns. It must be acknowledged, nonetheless, that
some soldiers were also buried in ordinary parish churches or cemeteries, even in villages, and this has strong relevance for assessing sex differentials in mortality through
the church burial records. Soldiers, more likely to have been men, skewed the sex ratios in mortality towards the male side, especially during mortality crises given their
close causal connection with warfare.43 Accordingly, all remaining soldiers have been
manually removed from the rest of the rural data as they were generally ‘outsiders’
and not resident in the communities themselves.44
A third methodological point to make is that we only use rural localities or small
towns for the sex-disaggregated mortality data in this article – despite having this
information available for some large cities. This helps with the issue of the soldiers
mentioned above, but it also is a decision based on other practicalities. All large cities
with more than 5,000 inhabitants (and mostly the towns in the database have fewer
than 3,000 inhabitants) were not included for a number of reasons.45 A first significant
reason was the fact that large cities were more affected by short-term migration than
other smaller localities and, especially during epidemics and other forms of social
distress, were the specific subjects of heightened intense inward migration. Indeed,
cities such as Leiden, that lost possibly 35–40 per cent of their population during an
epidemic of 1635, recovered and even greatly exceeded their pre-1635 populations
within a matter of ten years.46 People flocked to the Holland cities in the seventeenth
century, for example, and especially Leiden, as migrants looked to benefit from the
high real wages and employment opportunities offered in the textiles industries,
sometimes immediately taking up vacancies from the dead.47 Such rapid and intense
migration, intrinsically related to mortality crises, could easily create very sudden
short-term skews in the sex distribution of the resident population, in turn skewing the
© 2020 The Authors. Gender & History published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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male–female distribution of mortality in epidemic years. The point being that while
rural localities and smaller towns experienced migration dynamics too (more likely
some outward migration after crises), it was not of the same intensity and degree as
a few select large cities being the specifically chosen post-epidemic destination for
migrants.48 Recent literature, furthermore, has also provided some evidence which
suggests rural flight during epidemics, conflict and food crises might have been less
significant in the seventeenth-century Low Countries than previous suppositions based
on anecdotal examples.49 Nevertheless, if we do accept the view that during mortality
crises (a) rural-to-urban migration heightened, and (b) it was skewed more towards
poor women moving to the cities (attracted by work, poor relief and medical care),
a general trend already noted for the most urbanised areas of the early modern Low
Countries, we could expect that any results in this article from our rural communities
may overstate the proportion of male mortality – simply because more women have
suddenly migrated away in the raised mortality year.50 This process may have been
limited by cities deciding to prevent inward migration during epidemics, perhaps out
of concern over outside contagion sources (there are early modern examples of urban
governments in the Low Countries instructing citizens not to harbour ‘outsiders’).51
Nevertheless, the rapid recovery of urban populations within even a few years (see the
Leiden example mentioned above) suggests this was entirely ineffective or at least a
very temporary measure – understandable given that urban economies were entirely
dependent on their networks and interaction with other localities.
A second reason for only focusing on rural localities or localities of fewer than
5,000 inhabitants is that many of the larger cities tended to bury their dead, especially
during epidemics, in institutions separate from the ordinary churches – places such as
cemeteries connected to hospitals and plague houses. This would not be a problem
if these institutions offered no obvious selection or exclusion – like the church burial
records. However, there is evidence that these institutions were socially selective – and
this selection went along the lines of socio-economic status and sex. Indeed, reports
from 1614 showed that the St. Catharine Gasthuis in Leiden had five women’s rooms
and only two men’s rooms, while the St. Elisabeth Gasthuis accepted only women,
and even the dol- and pesthuizen were inequitably divided (three women’s and two
men’s rooms).52 Accordingly, if a larger number of women were being recorded as
deceased within these kinds of public health institutions then this has a knock-on male
skew for city burials in the ordinary churches – further complicated because cities
did not just have one church burial institution but often many scattered across various
neighbourhoods or parishes. More problematic still was the fact that while some cities
do provide burial records for plague houses and hospitals, many do not – therefore
creating artificial disparities in the dataset (between localities with these institutions
and those without) and more importantly the likelihood of large numbers of ‘missing
women’ in the record. Furthermore, on those occasions where cities do provide plague
house or hospital deaths, they are sometimes simply listed without a sex marker (that
is, anonymous deaths), which has the same effect of us possibly upwardly exaggerating the level of male mortality through only having sex-disaggregated information
from the churches.
This skew was exacerbated during mortality crises, when larger segments of the
population found themselves in these kinds of institutions, and, in fact, being sent
© 2020 The Authors. Gender & History published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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to one of these institutions likely represented a death sentence in itself. For example, 56 per cent of those taken into the Gouda plague house in the period 1617–35
died, and similarly within the epidemic outbreak of 1624–6, 439 out of 865 intakes
(51 per cent) in the Rotterdam plague house died.53 Unsurprisingly then, people tried
to avoid forced public health removals during plagues, and once confined were even
found trying to escape – as seen in the case of two women from Delft in 1665 who
fled the plague house and were later thrown into a house of correction as a result.54
The same issue can also be attributed to deaths simply described as ‘arme’ (burials
financed through poor relief), which were also often listed without sex marker. Those
marked as ‘arme’ may also have been significantly made up of women given that it has
been argued for seventeenth-century Delft and eighteenth-century Leiden that women
were structurally receiving poor relief to a greater degree than men (generally, twice as
many women as men).55 Naturally, the number of ‘arme’ or ‘pauper’ deaths increased
during mortality crises. Given the large number of ‘unsexed’ ‘institutional’ mortalities, the fact they increased during mortality crises, and that they may be artificially
biased towards one sex over another, together with the basic issue that we do not always have surviving plague house and hospital records, means that large cities are too
problematic to include in the seventeenth-century sex-disaggregated mortality data.
Overall, a number of steps are taken in this article to produce sex-disaggregated
mortality evidence that allows for systematic comparison between mortality crises
and ‘normal times’. First, for each rural locality, we identify the main mortality crises
(a 100 per cent or more increase in burials above the trend of the ‘previous years’),
and second, we calculate all the male and female adult deaths in years identified as
mortality crises, and calculate all the male and female adult deaths in years with no
discernibly high mortality. Third, this locality-by-locality data is consolidated into an
overall total of male–female adult deaths across the seventeenth century – comparing
mortality crisis and normal years. The sex ratio in mortality is simply male deaths over
female deaths – the further over 1 the figure goes, the higher the proportion of men
dying to women. A figure of 1 is parity in male–female deaths.
Sex differentials in mortality: Mortality crises and normal times

Table 2 reveals that of the 293 rural localities included in the seventeenth-century
database, there was a statistically significant lower sex ratio in mortality for mortality
crises when compared to normal years (1.03 compared to 1.05). According to the
theories on the female mortality advantage, we might have expected a substantially
higher sex ratio in mortality (more men dying) in years of higher excess mortality – so
these figures immediately lend support to the cautionary warnings about the assumptions connected to the female mortality advantage principles that were presented in
the introduction to this article. These are relative mortality figures rather than absolute
figures, and thus the sex ratios of a locality’s resident population should not matter
since we are concerned with a locality’s sex ratios in mortality in one year relative
to another. That is to say, a ‘skewed’ sex ratio in a resident population – for example,
substantially more adult women living in a locality – would be a ‘starting condition’
present for the mortality crisis years as much as the normal years. It could have
been the case that sudden short-term outward migration from the rural communities
during mortality crises might have affected these results; however, if we consider that
© 2020 The Authors. Gender & History published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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Male
29,786
104,419

Male
12,134
49,971

Male
12,047
39,237

5,605
15,211

5,442
14,431
1.053 with 1 degree of freedom, P value = 0.3049
1636–70
Female
11,701
37,447
1.379 with 1 degree of freedom, P value = 0.2403
1671–99
Female
11,867
47,892
1.954 with 1 degree of freedom, P value = 0.1621
Seventeenth century, 1600–99
Female
29,010
99,770
4.164 with 1 degree of freedom, P value = 0.0413

Female

Sex ratio
1.03
1.05

Sex ratio
1.02
1.04

Sex ratio
1.03
1.05

1.03
1.05

Sex ratio

Source: See the burial records database in the Appendix. For the Chi Square test, a P value of 0.05 should be seen as statistically significant: R. Fisher,
Statistical Methods for Research Workers (London: Oliver & Boyd, 1950), p. 80.

Mortality crisis
Normal
Chi Square

Mortality crisis
Normal
Chi Square

Mortality crisis
Normal
Chi Square

Mortality crisis
Normal
Chi Square

Male

1600–35

Table 2: Sex-disaggregated adult burials in ‘mortality crisis’ and ‘normal’ years in the seventeenth-century rural Low Countries
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rural–urban migration in the early modern Low Countries tended to be sex-selective
towards women, this would mean fewer women in the villages themselves (compared
to ‘normal’ times), and thus more women dying than men in mortality crises should
be seen as an even stronger finding.
Nevertheless, given that we are assessing a long period of one century, migration
could become an issue of significance if more men or women slowly decided to live
in a locality over time, through long-term migration patterns, for example, and at the
same time a skew in the ratio of mortality crisis to normal years occurred over time
(that is, more epidemics clustered in a certain part of the century). Table 3 below does
show that deaths during mortality crises were less frequent in the later stages of the
seventeenth century than in the first half. This is not unexpected given that the final outbreak of the Second Plague Pandemic occurred in the late 1660s in the Low
Countries, and that severe plagues in particular were seen in the rough years 1602–5,
1624–5 and 1635–7.56 Other epidemics connected to dysentery in 1676 and faminerelated diseases in 1693–4, for example, could not compensate for the eradication of
plague-related mortality.57 However, although there were fewer epidemic-related burials in the later phases of the seventeenth century, this does not appear to be overly problematic. This is because the overall male–female mortality ratios (where we include
burials in both mortality crises and normal times) for the three sub-periods in Table 2
remained consistently at around 1.03–1.04 – indirectly suggesting that there was little
shift in the male–female distribution of resident populations over time.58 This is highly
likely given that we limited ourselves to rural localities, and thus localities less subject
to very sudden, rapid and intense migration dynamics as seen with the very large cities,
as already explained above. The effects of long-term migration are also mitigated by
splitting the sex-disaggregated mortality results into three shorter sub-periods. In further support of the argument here, we find there was little qualitative change in any of
the results seen between the three sub-periods – each one producing a narrowly higher
amount of female mortality during mortality crises when compared to normal years –
even if we note that none of the results for the three shorter periods were statistically
significant. We cannot yet be absolutely definitive with our assessment that mortality
crises led to higher adult female mortality than normal in the seventeenth-century rural Low Countries, but at the very least we can assert that there was no clear female
mortality advantage over men.
When we only focus on epidemics that caused very high mortality, however, the
view that there was no clear female mortality advantage is strengthened further, as seen
in Table 4. Indeed, previous literature has shown that different epidemic outbreaks
could be more severe than others, and even within the same outbreak, not all regions,
or even localities within a region, were equitably afflicted.59 While a basic marker for
a mortality crisis in a locality in this article has been set at a 100 per cent increase
in burials above the trend of the ‘previous years’ (higher than the 50 per cent marker
used in other recent works), it is clear that some localities experienced spikes that were
incredibly damaging – sometimes as much as a 900 per cent (tenfold) increase compared to the trend mortality of previous years.60 If we consider a ‘normal’ death rate
per year of four per cent of the population at this time, this would amount to more
than 40 per cent of the resident population.61 Accordingly, then, sex-disaggregated
burial results have also been provided in Table 4 (below), comparing only those years
© 2020 The Authors. Gender & History published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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11,047
29,642
0.37

Source: See the burial records database in the Appendix.

Mortality crisis
Normal
Ratio

1600–35
23,748
76,684
0.31

1636–70

24,001
97,863
0.25

1671–99

Table 3: Mortality crisis adult burials to normal year adult burials in the seventeenth-century rural Low Countries
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9,296
124,909

9,458
119,322
17.304 with 1 degree of freedom, P value = <0.0001

Female

Source: See the burial records database in the Appendix. For the Chi Square test, see notes to Table 2.

Severe mortality crises
Moderate and normal
Chi Square

Male

All

0.98
1.05

Sex ratio

Table 4: Sex-disaggregated adult burials in ‘severe mortality crises’ and ‘moderate crises/normal years’ in the seventeenth-century rural Low Countries
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with mortality crises classified as ‘very severe’ with those years classified together as
‘moderate/weak mortality crises’ and ‘normal times’. The benefits of this approach
are that we also become much more confident in accurately recording ‘true’ and significant mortality crises and in turn reduce the likelihood of mistaking a spike in a
certain locality for simply undiscerned changes in scribal recording processes. Given
that previous literature has identified a 300 per cent increase in burials over the trend
of the previous years as a relevant threshold to distinguish from ‘moderate’ mortality crises, ‘severe mortality crises’ are identified in all localities in which the yearly
burials increased at or above this figure.62 Interestingly, the results we take from just
the severe crises database in Table 4 move us even further away from the expectations
derived from previous research conducted into the female mortality advantage. That is
to say, many more women tended to die during severe mortality crises when compared
to a combination of moderate crises and normal years (0.98 compared to 1.05), with
very strong statistical significance.
Social contextualisation of sex-selective mortality during crises

The empirical results from the seventeenth-century burial records in the Low Countries indicate that there was no female mortality advantage during mortality crises, and
when isolating only severe mortality episodes, any female advantage completely disappeared when compared to normal times, and even reversed. That is to say, women
did not survive in higher numbers compared to men during the most serious crisis
periods, something that goes against our expectations taken from the nineteenth- and
twentieth-century historical studies and modern laboratory research. Of course, given
that this study has only focused on adults above the ages of fifteen, it may be the
case that any extension of the female mortality advantage during raised mortality periods can only be found within younger cohorts. We cannot rule this out given that
the female mortality advantage during crises was strongest among children in a recent Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences study, and linked to biological
vulnerabilities in boys at a very young age.63 Given that this article only uses rural
localities or smaller towns, it may also be the case that the female mortality advantage
during mortality crises was more visible in larger urban environments. Indeed, previous historical literature for the nineteenth and twentieth centuries has shown cases of
excess female mortality to be more exaggerated in rural environments for a number of
different social and economic reasons.64
Nevertheless, the absence of favourable (relative) mortality outcomes for adult
women during crises still contradicts expectations and is in need of explanation. Indeed, if we still accept the basic biological and physiological principles of the female
mortality advantage during crises, these results suggest that certain societal conditions
can conspire in certain contexts to reduce or even eliminate these biological advantages – perhaps through inequities in access to resources, welfare and protection, or
exposure to points of contagion. This could represent a considerable difference behind
the pre-industrial female experience of mortality crises and female experience of similar spikes after the Industrial Revolution. Curiously enough, the findings are doubly
unexpected given that some historians in recent times have put strong emphasis on
high levels of female agency or independence in the early modern Low Countries –
pointing to late ages of marriage, a lack of universal marriage for women and high
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levels of female participation in various economic activities beyond the household.65
The results of this article suggest that, if we accept such a narrative, it may also be the
case that female agency, independence and participation did not translate into female
welfare gains, may only have described urban women’s experiences and/or had no positive impact on women’s capacity to survive during crises.66 The last option may indeed be especially plausible given that scholars have suggested that those places with
the lowest levels of economic development in pre-industrial Europe often exhibited
the highest life expectancies; in other words, economic ‘successes’ are not necessarily
linked to favourable mortality outcomes before industrialisation.67 Accordingly, the
heightened level of female mortality shown in this article might reveal certain kinds
of structural gender-based inequalities – and vulnerabilities for certain adult women –
that were obscured from view in ‘normal times’.
There are clearly a number of female burdens, hardships and prescribed roles that
might have been influential and future research beyond this article should look to
systematically analyse their impact. A first and intuitively logical reason may lie in
women’s pregnancy conditions. Childbirth in ‘normal times’ was an exceptionally
dangerous affair for women in practically all pre-industrial societies, and it has been
suggested that risks during pregnancy and during childbirth increased substantially in
conditions that could lead to outbreaks of disease. Malaria, for example, is known to
be particularly debilitating for pregnant women through fevers and anaemia, which is
highly relevant when considering that the condition was endemic in many parts of the
Low Countries throughout the early modern period.68 We may, however, have to question to what extent childbirth-related mortality was a quantitatively significant enough
phenomenon to account for not only the loss of the female mortality advantage, but
its complete reversal in the Low Countries figures.69 This is difficult to substantiate
through the burial records given that although death in childbirth was mentioned explicitly for many localities at certain times, it was not recorded systematically for all
localities – just as disease symptoms were not recorded systematically.
A second, more plausible, reason for the loss of female mortality advantage during
raised mortality in the seventeenth-century Low Countries may have been the higher
proportion of women undertaking caregiving roles or providing dangerous diseaserelated services than men. Literature for late medieval England and Iberia has shown
this gender-based inequality in household care tasks, and in the seventeenth century
in England it was older women who were mainly charged with the task of examining
and codifying diseased bodies during epidemics.70 For sixteenth-century France, it has
been remarked that ‘piecemeal work performed by women was integral to maintaining public health’, and women were also paid to take dysentery sufferers into their
own homes for care.71 Furthermore, even in times of epidemics, women’s heightened
close bodily contact with others continued – for example, in the form of wet-nursing
infants.72
The same appears to have been the case in the seventeenth-century Low Countries.
To begin with, diseases such as plague, dysentery and typhus clustered spatially and
temporally at a household level; that is to say, when one person was infected or sick
within a household, there was a greater likelihood of another from the same household
also succumbing to the same fate.73 Adult women then bore a disproportionate share of
the risks of exposure in this regard, as they were the main provider of within-household
© 2020 The Authors. Gender & History published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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care when other family members were afflicted – especially children. During plagues,
this may not even have been in their own households, as the majority of paid carers and
cleaners (in Dutch, schrobbers/scrobsters; in French, héridesses) were in fact women
– at least from evidence from surviving notarial documents and financial accounts.
While some women undertook the role of cleaner because they had been infected
once and survived, this did not apply to all schrobbers – many of whom were simply
drawn to the dangerous work by the lucrative financial rewards.74 Similar findings
have been presented from eighteenth-century Sri Lanka: adult women from large and
higher status households had tendencies towards excess mortality.75 The fact that we
only took a rural sample of data may have exacerbated this trend somewhat. In rural
areas adult women were more likely to be married and more likely to be part of larger
households (with more people to care for), while in the cities gender-differentiated
household care roles featured less since more women were single or at least part of
smaller households.76 Of course, women continued to take on disproportionate levels
of the care-giving tasks after the Industrial Revolution too, but the significance of this
factor may have declined with the incipient stages of the ‘demographic transition’ –
where diseases based on household contagion patterns such as plague no longer played
a role in overall crisis mortality dynamics.77

Conclusion

While this article does not dispute the biological or physiological principles associated with the female mortality advantage during mortality crises caused by famines
and epidemics, it also shows that women’s potential advantages did not always translate into superior chances of survival. Gender-related differences in levels of protection
and welfare, but also exposure to vectors and points of contagion, meant that some of
these female advantages were ‘lost’ during crises – especially when interacting with
particular types of disease. Although much has been written in recent years on female
agency, independence and participation in the context of the early modern Low Countries, the findings from this article suggest that this may not have supported women’s
capacity to survive during crises. Furthermore, on a related point, it should be noted
that epidemics in the early modern period did bring with them new or additional lines
of social control and persecution, from both authorities and within communities, even
if – in line with the ‘agency’ narratives – women did not always passively accept
these restrictions. Indeed, during plagues, sex workers were condemned and scapegoated, while women were often banned from funerals – in Amsterdam in 1602 on the
miasma-informed rationale that ‘their presence increased the dangers of contaminated
air rising from the graves’.78 As seen during contemporary struggles with COVID-19,
restrictions on customary practices regarding the marking and commemoration of the
dead – including funerals and burials – is highly traumatic.
Overall, then, it remains to be seen how frequently throughout history women’s
natural advantages were actually lost – only further sex-disaggregated mortality evidence going back further in time for a wider range of places will tell us whether the
seventeenth-century Low Countries was something of an anomaly, or part of a broader
pre-industrial pattern which is quite distinct from findings seen in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries.
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